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Event:   No Bounds Festival 

Location:  Various Venues, Sheffield, UK 

Dates:   12th -14th October 2018 

Tickets: Buy here 

 

After an inspiring first year, No Bounds returns to Sheffield for a second edition from 12th-14th October 2018. Continuing 

their mission to interrogate the boundaries of club culture in an openly collaborative space, the festival will feature live 

performances, DJ sets, workshops, debates and multidisciplinary works across eight venues. 

 

The first wave of artists include Daniel Avery,  Aisha Devi (live), Demdike Stare (DJ), Errorsmith (live), rRoxymore (live), 

Volvox, Paula Temple, DJ Storm, Machine Woman (live), Sounds of Sisso (live) and coucou chloe (live), with more to be 

announced soon. 

 

This year’s debate programme will expand to incorporate discussions from the artists themselves, covering topics ranging 

from sound system culture to politics via technology and women in music. Stemming from a core motivation to share 

knowledge, workshops will include live coding, modular synthesis, DIY Synth building and a women and non-binary DJ 

workshop. There will also be a visual art programme within the festival programmed with support from local artists and 

curators, expanding the event across the city. 

 

In addition to last year’s setup, the 2018 edition will feature more live performances, world premieres of newly commissioned 

works, improvised music, film screenings, poetry and a co-curated daytime program from Mark Fell.  

 

Complementing the expansive daytime schedule, two all-night raves will provide immersive sound and pioneering music 

amongst the idiosyncratic settings of Sheffield’s industrial landscape. 

 

 

Confirmed artists 

 

A-Bee, Afrodeutsch, Aisha Devi (live), Algobabez ,Batu, 

Beck Trio, Benett / Kane Duo, Ben Suff Donk, Blasha & 

Alatt, Class Compliant Audio Interfaces, Central Processing 

Unit , Control Problem, co34pt, coucou chloe (Live), CP 

Smith, Daniel Avery, Deep Tide Quartet, Demdike Stare 

(DJ), Digital Selves, DJ Storm, Earthworm Jim, Errorsmith 

(Live), Giant Swan (Live), Ifeoluwa, Imogen, Innocent, Jensen 

Interceptor, Joe Muggs, Juxtavoices, Linux Lewis, Lo Shea, 

Machine Woman (Live), Mark Fell, Memo Comma (Live), 

Mike Paradinas ( Talk ), Minor Science, Mosca, Object Blue 

(Live), Off Me Nut Records , Paula Temple, Phatworld, 

Ripsaw Catfish, rRoxymore (Live), Rian Treanor (Live), 

Sarah Davachi (Live), Sounds of Sisso (Live), Spooky, 

Thorpey, Venz, Volvox, Yaxu 

 

+ more to be announced 

 

http://noboundsfestival.co.uk/
https://www.residentadvisor.net/events/1026795

